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Abstract:

The 3D-field code GASFLOW is a joint development of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and Los
Alamos National Laboratory for the simulation of steam/hydrogen distribution and combustion in
complex nuclear reactor containment geometries. GASFLOW gives a solution of the compressible 3D
Navier-Stokes equations and has been validated by analysing experiments that simulate the relevant
aspects and integral sequences of such accidents. The 3D GASFLOW simulations cover significant
problem times and define a new state-of-the art in containment simulations that goes beyond the
current simulation technique with lumped-parameter models. The newly released and validated
version GASFLOW 2.1 has been applied in mechanistic 3D analyses of steam/hydrogen distributions
under severe accident conditions with mitigation involving a large number of catalytic recombiners at
various locations in two types of PWR containments of German design. This contribution describes
the developed 3D containment models, the applied concept of recombiner positionning, and it
discusses the calculated results in relation to the applied source term which was the same in both
containments.  The investigated scenario was a hypothetical core melt accident beyond the design
limit from a large-break loss of coolant accident  (LOCA) at a low release location for steam and
hydrogen from a rupture of the surge line to the pressurizer (surge-line LOCA). It covers the in-vessel
phase only with 7000 s problem time. The contribution identifies the principal mechanisms that
determine the hydrogen mixing in these two containments, and it shows generic differences to similar
simulations performed with lumped-parameter codes that represent the containment by control
volumes interconnected through 1D flow pathes. The analyzed mitigation concept with catalytic
recombiners of the Siemens and NIS type is an effective measure to prevent the formation of
burnable mixtures during the ongoing slow deinertization process after the hydrogen release and has
recently been applied in backfitting the operational German Konvoi-type PWR plants with passive
autocatalytic recombiners (PAR).
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1. Introduction

Loss-of-coolant-accidents from ruptures in the primary loop of  LWR’s are gen-

erally within the design envelope and fully controlled by the engineered safety

systems of light-water reactors. Only under hypothetical conditions when all de-

signed emergency cooling measures would fail, the chemical reaction of steam

and strongly overheated zircaloy could produce significant amounts of hydrogen.

This hydrogen would then be released into the containment through the break.

Without counter measures flammable mixtures may then form and cause com-

bustion loads that could threaten the integrity of the containment. Such se-

quences have a very low probability of occurrence and are beyond the design en-

velope of nuclear power plants. New safety regulations issued in Germany in

1994 [RSK.94] request measures for a risk reduction to prevent an early con-

tainment failure during such beyond-design sequences. One such measure is

the implementation of passive recombiners for the early catalytic combustion of

the released hydrogen to prevent the buildup of detonable hydrogen/air mixtures

in the containment.

The 3D-field code GASFLOW version 2.1 is a joint development of Forschung-

szentrum Karlsruhe and Los Alamos National Laboratory for the simulation of

steam/hydrogen distribution and combustion under severe accident conditions in

nuclear reactor containments. The US-Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

and the Project Nuclear Safety of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), Germany,

funded this new code development which has been documented in detail in a
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joint Los Alamos and FZK report in three volumes with a theory, a users, and a

validation part [Travis.Spore.Royl.98] and summarized also in a conference pa-

per [Travis.Spore.Royl.90]. The new version GASFLOW 2.1 was developed from

the older version 1.0 and its precedessor HMS which were both developed with

funding from US-NRC.

GASFLOW gives a solution of the compressible 3D Navier-Stokes equations and

has been validated by analysing experiments that simulate the relevant aspects

and integral sequences of such accidents and related experiments.

[Travis.Spore.Royl. 98, Royl.97, Kanzleiter.96].

The new version GASFLOW 2.1 has been applied in a mechanistic analysis of

steam/hydrogen distribution with mitigation by catalytic recombiners in two quite

different PWR containments of German design. The simulations are the first 3D

analyses of a long severe accident sequence in complex containment models.

They were performed with support from the German utility group VGB, members

of which made use of the results in their implementation of a recombiner concept

for a further reduction of the hydrogen risk under severe accident conditions. The

GASFLOW analyses were supplemented by independent analyses for the same

plants with two differerent lumped-parameter (LP) codes, that simulate the con-

tainment by control volumes that are interconnected through 1D flow pathes

[Karwat.99]. A comprehensive comparison of the 3D GASFLOW results with the

LP simulations was performed and shows generic differences and limits for the

use of the much faster running LP models to simulate such severe scenarios.

This contribution summarizes the results from these simulations that are further
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documented in detailed reports [Royl.99, Royl.Breitung.99]. After the introduction,

this paper describes the 3D containment models in section 2 and explains the

applied concept of recombiner positionning. The investigated scenario with the

applied source term and the calculated pressure-time history are discussed in

section 3. The main section 4 documents the calculated steam and hydrogen

distributions, the principal flow pathes and mixing mechanisms and it shows the

generic differences between the field code results and the results from the LP

code simulations. The calculated hydrogen recombination is discussed in sec-

tion 5. The conclusions in section 6 summarize the important findings from these

investigations.

2. Containment Models

Two detailed 3D geometric models were developed for GASFLOW.  Plant A rep-

resents an older PWR containment of a German pre-Konvoi type. Plant B repre-

sents a current German Konvoi type PWR, it is more compartmentalized and has

more structures.

Table 1 characterizes the two containments. Both plants have spherical contain-

ments that are bounded by a concrete shell with an annular gap of air and a steel

shell around a free gas volume of about 70,000 m3.  Plant B has internal struc-

tures with 30,000 m2 concrete and 17,000 m2 steel surfaces, the more open plant

A has 20,000 m2  concrete surface and much less heat sink capacities from in-

ner steel structures. GASFLOW simulates these two plants in 3D cartesian

meshes with 158,000 cells (58 x, 58 y and 47 z meshes) for plant A and 184,000
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computational (63 x, 63 y, and 44 z meshes) cells for plant B. The average cell

volumes are 1.3 and 1m3 for plants A and B, respectively. GASFLOW simulates

the spherical conrete shell as stair stepped structures and the steel shell as

stair stepped walls. The structures inside the steel shell are set up according to

the plant layouts by defining obstacles that occupy full cell volumes and by putting

walls on cell boundaries that block the flow perpendicular to the cell surface.

Heat transfer by convection and condensation/evaporation occurs on these

structures and 1D heat conduction into these structures is simulated for about

45,000 different structural elements using 10 meshes per structure with in-

creasing mesh sizes towards the inner structure regions and small surface

nodes for an accurate prediction of the surface temperature of the concrete that

sets the reference for the steam condensation and vaporization.

Figure 1 shows the GASFLOW model set up in cartesian coordinates for plant A.

The stair-stepped structures defined for the concrete shell and for the spherical

steel shell with an inner radius of 28 m have been simplified in this 3D view of

the model, that has been generated from the GASFLOW input and visualized with

the 3D CAD program Kismet [Kühnapfel.96].  Displayed are the outer concrete

shell, the steel shell, and the internal structures with the missile protection cylin-

der, the two steam generator towers, the crane, the dome, and the operating

deck at the 21 m level.  Gas flows through the interconnected free cells not occu-

pied by obstacles and through openings that become transiently available, when

the pressure difference across certain walls defined as rupture disks or flaps ex-
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ceeds a threshold value between 55 and 100 mbars. The figure displays such

flaps on the sides of the steam generator towers. They open connections be-

tween the so-called operating room with the dome and the volumes outside the

missile protection cylinder and the so-called component rooms with the pumps

and the steam generators inside the missile protection cylinder.

The blowdown source is located in a component room under the left steam gen-

erator tower. Its location inside the 3D mesh is shown on the right of Fig. 1 where

the structures have been left out. The simulation of plant A includes the mitigation

by a total of 44 granulate catalytic recombiners of the NIS type [Royl.97]. One third

of them is attached on the sides of the crane support bars and above. About 50%

of them have been placed in the component rooms inside the missile protection

cylinder and steam generator towers. All recombiner boxes are shown in the 3D

mesh on the right. Each recombiner is represented by a single fluid cell that is

bounded by steel walls on the sides. Gas flow through these boxes is simulated

with an active ventilation model. The flow rate is calculated in dependence of the

local hydrogen concentration at the box entrance on basis of measured operating

data for the differenct types of recombiner boxes. A recombiner efficiency that is

pressure dependent recombines a large fraction of the inflowing hydrogen with

oxygen to steam and adds its chemical energy to the gas flow, so that colder

gases with hydrogen enter and hot gases of steam, nitrogen, and oxygen with

only a residual amount of hydrogen leave the box in vertical flow. The recombin-
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ers thus operate in a 3D concentration field and reflect all effects from local

stratification.

Analysis for plant B simulates 62 recombiners of the Siemens type that are

closed at the top and open on the sides, so that hot gases leave the boxes in

horizontal flow. The GASFLOW modeling of the Siemens and NIS recombiner

boxes has been validated with the succesful analysis of the Battelle recombiner

tests GX4, GX6, GX7 [Royl.97], and MC3 [Royl.96]. The installed Siemens and

NIS recombiner boxes have overall the same stationary removal capacity.

3. Investigated Scenario

The investigated scenario was a large-break-loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) at

a low release location from a rupture of the surge line from the hot leg of the pri-

mary loop to the pressurizer. The same steam/liqued hydrogen and FP source

was applied in the simulations for plants A and B. It was taken from a MELCOR

analysis of this surge line LOCA for plant B that has been performed by GRS

[Sonnenkalb.98] and covered the in-vessel phase of this scenario with a total

problem time of 7000s.

3.1. Steam/liquid Hydrogen and Fission Product Source Terms
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Figure 2 characterizes the applied source term. During the initial blowdown

phase of 700 s, 460 tons of water and 40 tons of steam are injected. Isenthalpic

expansion to the transient containment pressure and further release of super-

heated steam add another 100 tons of steam. The middle part of figure 2 shows

the superheated steam release which occurs with much lower rates than during

the blowdown phase pictured above. The temperature of the source gas in-

creases strongly after the blowdown reaching peak values of 1500 K. All compo-

nents in the source gas are released with the same temperature.

Hydrogen injection (crosshatched region) starts at 1400 s. Altogether 530 kg are

added of which 120 kg are entered during a strong release peak with peak rates

of 2.8 kg/s at 5932 s due to an enhanced steam/zirconium reaction after the fail-

ure of the core support.  Note that hydrogen always gets injected with a high

steam content. It is difficult to see in Fig. 2, but the steam injection continues at

high rates after the final strong hydrogen release causing a flushing and signifi-

cant mixing of the steam hydrogen mixture at the end. The heat sources from the

volatile fission products are calculated in relation to the density of a fictive tracer

gas, which is released in small quantities and distributes over the containment

together with the other gases from the steam/hydrogen source.  Solid fission

product heat sources that wash out with the water are neglected. The volatile fis-

sion products accumulate a heating power of 8 MW (lower part of fig. 2) and are

maintained at a constant power from 4000 s on in the final phase of the analyzed

7000 s problem time.  

3.2. Mass- and Energy Balance
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The mass and energy balances from the GASFLOW simulation for plant A with

the above given source contributions is shown in fig. 3. The added thermal en-

ergy from the source, from the fission products, and from the recombination ac-

cumulates 720 GJ.   The relocations of the injected water and steam are consid-

ered in a single-phase flow field using a homogeneous equilibrium two-phase

model. The water in the fluid field is named fog. It is assumed to be removed with

a time constant of 100 s after achieving thermodynamic equilibrium between the

fog and steam. The fog region labeled in fig. 3 reduces rapidly and contributes to

the so-called rain. Mass and energy of the rain are calculated at the moment of

fog-removal but neglected thereafter. The accumulated rainout is 380 tons.

GASFLOW does not account for gas-steam-droplet flow and interactions. Struc-

ture heatup from draining water and sump formations from the collecting water

and possible steam vaporization from sumps are neglected. This assumption is

conservative because it contributes to a more rapid deinertization of the steam-

hydrogen mixture.  Film condensation on structures accumulates another 100

tons of water which are considered as static film. It can vaporize and increase in

thickness by further condensation. The latent condensation/vaporization heats

increase/reduce the structure temperatures. The stored energy in the internal

concrete structures reaches almost one third of the total energy release, while

almost no heat is stored in the internal steel structures with their negligibly small

heat capacities (fig. 3). The spherical steel shell is convectively cooled outside

from the air flow in the fluid cells in the annulus outside the steel shell. Conden-

sation heat transfer occurs to the inside of the steel shell which accumulates a
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stored energy of about 10% of the total release. The outer spherical concrete

shell is convectively heated from the freely circulating air in the annulus. It stores

little energy in this simulation. The outer concrete shell has a high heat capacity.

Its outside boundary is considered adiabatic. Radiative heat transfer to the con-

crete shell was neglected. Its simulation with a newer model under development

for GASFLOW that calculates radiation transport through all fluid cells and struc-

ture heat up from radiation indicates a non-negligible radiation effect which will

be better accounted for in the future [Travis.99]. It will cause more energy storage

in the concrete and a somewhat reduced fluid energy and pressure inside the

steel shell. The energy content of the gas in all fluid cells reaches about 20% of

the total release at the end of this calculation. Further energy release to the gas

field that occurs from the fission product heating is marked in black, also marked

at the top of fig. 3 is the energy release from hydrogen recombination which is

only a small contribution.
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3.3. Containment Pressure Transients

Isenthalpic expansion of the blowdown source to the containment pressure

leads to an early initial pressure peak of nearly 4 bars at 2 s in both contain-

ments (fig. 4).

The further pressure development is controlled by steam condensation and re-

lease. Plants A and B have the same free gas volume, but because plant A is

less compartmentalized and has only 2/3 of the concrete structure the pressure

decays less rapidly than in plant B after the blowdown and it increases more

during the additional steam/hydrogen release reaching 4 bars at 7000s, the end

of the calculation, compared to 2.6 bars in plant B.  The  steam content that is re-

sponsible for the higher pressure in plant A is around 55% and almost fully iner-

tizes the containment atmosphere. Pressure waves open most flaps and rupture

disks during the first 0.5 s of blowdown in both plants.

 4.Steam and Hydrogen Distributions

The released source gases of steam and hydrogen form a buoyant jet that rises

through the steam generator tower above the source. The momentum of the

ejected material dissipates fast and is negligible compared to the buoyancy

driven flow. The gas enters the operating room through the failed rupture disks

and flaps in the steam generator tower. The openings of the failed rupture disks

which are on the roofs of the steam generator tower in plant B allow a direct axial

expansion of the buoyant source jet into the dome. The snap shot in fig. 5 shows

the 11 Vol% cloud from the hydrogen in the source jet at 5932 s during the last
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period of strong hydrogen injection into the containment after core support failure

with the straight source jet formed in plant B. In plant A the failed flaps are on the

side of the steam generator towers. The gas from the source jet fingers apart

and gets injected horizontally from all four sides of the steam generator tower

above the source leading to the four fingers shown in the snap shot for plant A,

which also extend deeply into the dome. The calculation of these jets has a good

validation basis. GASFLOW has succesfully predicted such buoyant jets in the

blind pre-calculation of the Battelle HYJET Helium injection test JX7 [Kan-

zleiter.96].

The snap shots also show operating recombiners higher up in the containment

with pronounced hot exhaust gases of T>650K. They have little impact on the flow

field and are outside the source jet in a stratified region built up after the first

phase of steam/hydrogen release. The recombiners at a lower location on the

operating deck and away from the source side tower do not yet experience much

hydrogen at this time. The stratified region with hot gases in the dome is dis-

played for plant B as transparent green cloud. The rising source jets after the

strong hydrogen release are deflected in the dome near the sphere, spread out

to the side, and mix within 200 s due to the vortices calculated in GASFLOW as a

result of Taylor instabilities and flow diversions.  After initial mixing they contribute

to the stratified cloud in the dome.

The four snap shots 50 sec apart in fig. 6 document this vortex induced hydrogen

mixing. Plotted is the 6% hydrogen cloud which is not flammable and marks a
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mixing zone. Initially it has the same core with the jet of a higher concentration

that is temporarily flammable and also visible in the left part of fig. 5. The mixing

is additionally enhanced by a flushing effect due to a strong steam release con-

tinuing for a short time after the hydrogen injection. After 200 s all hydrogen from

the jet is mixed inside the stratified cloud. In a dry atmosphere without steam this

cloud would stay stratified for a long time. On a more extended time scale (here

about 500 s) steam condensation on the structures locally increases the gas

density and starts a secondary downward directed flow that brings the hydrogen

from the stratified region down into the lower part  of the containment.

The simple thought experiment that is sketched in fig. 7 explains this so-called

condensation sedimentation mechanism, which turns out in GASFLOW as the

key mechanism for the homogenization of the temporarily stratified hydrogen

cloud. Take a balloon filled with a typical atmosphere of the stratified gas region

in the dome with of 5 Vol% H2, 45% air and 50% steam.  At 3 bars and 373 K this

gas has a density of 2.14 kg/m3. Drying this atmosphere by cooling coils on the

outside and reheating the dried gas to the same temperature would lead to a

gas mixture with 10 Vol% hydrogen, 90% air and a density of 2.54 kg/m3. The

dried gas is heavier inspite of its higher volume fraction of hydrogen. It sinks and

is responsible for the hydrogen/air sedimention seen in the GASFLOW simula-

tions. The same experiment performed with 25% hydrogen, 50% steam and 25%

air would lead to a dry atmosphere with 50% hydrogen and 50% air. Due to the

lower molecular weight of hydrogen its density would reduce from 1.6 to 1.5
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kg/m3. A balloon filled with such an atmosphere would rise due to the steam

condensation, while the balloon filled with the representative atmosphere for this

accident sinks during the steam condensation. The condensation/sedimentation

effect which occurs only in atmospheres with a high steam content was the key

mechanism that explained the transient helium enrichment and mixing in the

outside spray cooling phase of the HDR test E11.2, which GASFLOW could ana-

lyze successfully [Royl.96]. Lumped-parameter codes cannot describe such sec-

ondary sedimentation flow along the condensing surfaces because it is impos-

sible to adequately define local control volumes near such surfaces.

4.1. Flow Fields

The velocity fields displayed in fig. 8  in the two cuts through the containment

model of plant B display the key mixing mechanisms discussed before.  The top

cut is vertical and goes through the two steam generator towers. It shows the

upward moving source jet, its deflection in the dome and the superimposed sec-

ondary flow from condensation sedimentation near the steel shell. In this view

the steam generator tower with the source is located on the right. The horizontal

cut that is shown below is taken in the dome on the level of the two crane bars.

The red rectangle in this cut marks the projected region of the source with the

concentration of vortices around the arriving source jet in the dome. One can see

the calculated vortices that are responsible for the mixing of the source jet. The

picture also displays some local flow disturbances from the horizontal outflow of

the hot gases from the recombiner boxes that are positionned in this region. The
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vortices do result mostly  from Taylor instabilities around the jet and flow diver-

sions at the internal structures, they are not related to the stair-stepping. The al-

gebraic turbulence model from GASFLOW was applied in all simulations. Com-

parison calculations were also performed without turbulence simulation. They

showed nearly the same flow field and vortex formations indicating that turbu-

lence simulation has only minor effects in the investigated grid.

The snap shot in fig. 9 with the flow field in plant A  again at the end of the phase

of the strong injection after core support failure displays similar velocity fields.

The vertical cut through the steam generator towers is shown on the top. Hori-

zontal cuts are given at the high level of the failed flaps in the steam generator

tower and at the low level in the missile protection cylinder where the failed rup-

ture disks allow for a backflow. In this view the source side is on the left. One can

see the cartesian mesh with the stair stepped concrete shell on the outside, the

annular gap, the stair-stepped walls bounding the steel shell and the internal

structures inside of the steel shell with the missile protection cylinder and the

steam generator towers. Besides the spreading of the source jet at the exit of the

source side steam generator tower to the dome GASFLOW also shows the

buildup of a circulation from a chimney effect between the steam generators

which are heated differently on the source side and away with gas flowing from

the hot tower into the colder tower on the other side. A bottom recirculation also

develops through the opened flaps in cut B-B at the low location. There are sig-

nificant asymmetries involved in these circulations due to a smaller fraction of the

failed flaps further away from the source.  
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Parametric variations using models with with sealed rupture disks in the steam

generator tower away from the source and sealed openings for the recirculation

in the bottom region demonstrate that these circulations from the chimney effect

do speed up the mixing for a certain time, but that the atmospheric homogeniza-

tion on a larger time scale is controlled by the condensation sedimentation effect.  
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4.2  Atmospheric homogenization and thermal loads on structures

The temporarily stratified hydrogen cloud and its homogenization in plant A by the

condensation sedimentation effect is shown in the two snap shots in fig. 10 that

are taken right after core support failure and at the end of the GASFLOW analysis.

The source jet with hydrogen volume fractions > 7% is drawn in solid red, the

stratified hydrogen cloud >4% is shown as transparent red cloud. Due to the high

steam volume fraction in plant A (>55%) the hydrogen flammability is at no time

exceeded in plant A. Condensation sedimentation on the cold structures brings

down the hydrogen from the stratified region and builds up the transparent red

cloud >3.5% hydrogen at 7000 s that is shown on the right. This sedimentation

effect develops more slowly in plant A compared to plant B because of its smaller

structural surfaces and heat capacities.  The solid yellow clouds give tempera-

ture regions above 650K and mark the exhaust plumes above the NIS recom-

biner boxes. The granulate recombiners of the NIS-type need more time to start

up due to their higher heat capacities, and they develop and build up a significant

exhaust plume at the end. The size ot the hot cloud in the dome is amplified by

the assumed rather narrow positioning scheme of the NIS recombiners. The ex-

haust plumes contribute to a stable stratified layer in the dome. They do not en-

hance atmospheric mixing. A recombiner positioning further apart should reduce

the accumulation of hot steam and is now implemented as a result of this simu-

lation to reduce possible thermal loads on the steel containment shell.
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The exhaust plumes from the recombiners but also the impinging source jet

causes higher thermal loads on the side of the steel shell that faces the exiting

source jets. The condensate film on the steel shell which is shown in the upper

part of fig. 11 at 7000 s has dried out under the influence of these hot plumes.

This can be seen both in the dome region and on the side of the impinging sour-

ce jet coming out of the failed flaps in the steam generator tower.  Higher steel

shell temperatures of 433 K are also seen from the locally impinging exhaust

plumes in the dome region. It should be noted, that this analysis was done wi-

thout any radiative heat transfer and applied the original static condensation va-

porization film model of GASFLOW 2.1. The thermal loads on the steel shell will

increase with radiation and with a draining condensate film that brings about an

earlier dryout of the steel shell

A radiation transport model is under development and will give a more realistic

prediction of the thermal structure loadings [Travis.99]. We have also developed

a dynamic film model [Bottoni.98] that simulates the film relocation on the

spherical steel shell. It demonstrates that film draining transports the film en-

thalpy and condensation heat also into the lower regions of the steel shell and

distributes them more evenly. This leads to higher steel shell temperatures also

at lower locations after the blow-down phase. The consequence is a somewhat

reduced condensation effect and an initial phase with a higher containment

pressure. But the draining of the film also leads to a faster dryout. The cooling

effect that is available for some time by vaporizing the static film in the late phase
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with hot gases is reduced. With the draining film less film vaporization occurs

and there is no evaporation cooling of the steel shell in the final phase. For plant

A the model with a moving film predicts a reduced steam content (from 55% to

51%) and  a smaller containment pressure (from 4.0 to 3.8 bar) at the end with a

slightly higher hydrogen concentration in the dome (3.8 instead of 3.5 Vol%). The

effect of the simulated  film draining on the atmospheric conditions in the con-

tainment was not strong and does not question the presented results from the

analysis with the static film model.

4.3. Comparison with predictions from lumped parameter codes

The large-break LOCA in plants A and B were analyzed in parallel to the

GASFLOW simulation with two different lumped-parameter codes. We have

marked the control volumes of the lumped parameter models in the 3D mesh of

GASFLOW, these were over 100 control volumes for each containment model

with four or one control volume for the dome region of plant A and B, respectively.

GASFLOW evaluated time-dependent average values of the hydrogen and steam

volume fractions and gas temperature for each control volume which are directly

comparable with the results from the lumped-parameter code simulations. As an

example the defined control volume for the dome region of the lumped parameter

model for plant A, that covers the quadrant of the dome above the source, is

marked in the 3D mesh of fig.12. The control volume is represented by 1500

cells in GASFLOW. The averaged GASFLOW and the lumped parameter results

for the dome rooms in plants A and B are given in fig. 13. The figure also gives

the time dependent local peak values of the hydrogen concentration and gas
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temperature from GASFLOW out of these 1500 computational cells for the dome

region. The peak values are marked in red and occur in the region of the jet (figs

5 and 12),  where it extends into this dome control volume. The solid lines are for

the simulations with recombiners, the dashed lines for plant B also give the re-

sults from comparison calculations without recombiners.

The hydrogen concentration averaged over the defined dome room of plant B with

recombiners is 4% at the end after going through a  maximum of 9% during the

last hydrogen injection.  The hydrogen concentration averaged over the defined

dome room of plant A is 3.5% at 7000 s after going through a maximum of 7%.

Because of the higher steam content and the higher containment pressure it is

lower than in plant B despite of an overall larger hydrogen inventory in plant A at

this time due to the slower starting recombination. As discussed before this re-

sult changes very little by applying the draining instead of the static film model.

This is holds in particular for the quoted peak values occurring during the phases

with high steam-hydrogen release rates

The local peak hydrogen concentrations significantly exceed the average con-

centrations during the two periods of hydrogen injection when the source jets

penetrate into the dome. But mixing from vortex formations dilutes the jets within

some hundred seconds after each injection period so that the peak and average

hydrogen concentrations rapidly merge in the considered dome regions and then

decay together with the ongoing hydrogen recombination and sedimentation. The

peak hydrogen concentrations in the dome reach maxima of 11% in plant B. The
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lean combustion limit [Shapiro.57] is given by the widely spaced dashes in the

upper graphs of fig. 13 and reaches 9% at this time for an average steam con-

centration in the dome of 50%. Thus for about 100 s the mixture in the dome be-

comes flammable.

In plant A the average hydrogen concentration rises to 4% and 7% during the two

hydrogen releases, the peak in the second pulse reaches 10%.  Plant A has a

higher lean hydrogen combustion limit around 11%. The dome atmosphere has

60 Vol% steam at this time and is sufficiently inerted that the source jet can never

become flammable.

The green curves in fig. 13 give the corresponding hydrogen concentrations from

the lumped-parameter simulations. They eventually lead to the same mixture

concentrations, but they fail to predict the heterogeneous intermediate states and

the flammable mixtures seen in plant B. At the peak dome concentrations of 11%

and 10% in plants A and B, the hydrogen concentrations from the lumped-pa-

rameter models are still at low values around 4%.

The local peak and the volume averaged gas temperatures in the marked dome

rooms merge rapidly in plant B due to the mixing after each injection period with

peak values of 640 and end values of 560 K. In plant A a high temperature zone
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develops at the top. The previously discussed hot exhaust plumes from the re-

combiners, the decay heat from the fission products that stratify with the hydro-

gen, and a generally reduced structural cooling effect contribute and continuously

increase the dome temperatures to 40K higher values at the end of the simula-

tion.

It is difficult to predict such local effect with lumped parameter codes even if they

represent the containment by a large number of control zones. Their equations

are simplified and don’t carry the information on the 3D momentum flow which is

fully conserved in GASFLOW. The large dome control volumes of the lumped-

parameter simulations in which a volume fraction increase is only possible ho-

mogeneously for the whole volume, only allow for a relatively slow increase of the

temperatures and concentrations. This increase cannot reflect the additional

heating from the source jet and the fission products which it transports.

The lumped parameter simulation for plant B which includes static vaporizing

films on the steel shell adjacent to the dome room additionally limits and delays

the temperature increase up to the point of dryout in plant B. The gas temperature

in plant A rises continuously, but in all cases it stays below the values from the

GASFLOW simulation. The neglect of radiation cooling in GASFLOW is important

but is not primarily responsible for the higher temperatures that are more related

to zones with higher power densities from fission products, the heterogeneously
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instead of the homogeneously distributed structure cooling, and the hot jet of

source gases simulated with GASFLOW.

All lumped-parameter codes calculate similarly mixed conditions at the end of

the simulation as GASFLOW. But they cannot conservatively predict the hetero-

geneous local conditions occurring during the transition to the well-mixed at-

mosphere.

5. Hydrogen Recombination

With the simulated arrangement of the NIS and Siemens Recombiners in plants

A and B, GASFLOW predicts an overall hydrogen removal of 20% and 40%, re-

spectively. The installed Siemens and NIS recombiner boxes have overall the

same stationary removal capacity. The applied hydrogen sources and the calcu-

lated hydrogen inventories from GASFLOW are shown in fig. 14 together with the

recombination rates that are given for the  scale on the right.  The NIS recombin-

ers in plant A have a higher heat capacity, start somewhat slower and respond

with a larger inertia to transient loadings with hydrogen, so that they need more

time in the defined arrangement for removing the same amount of hydrogen. The

recombination rate with the NIS recombiners (solid red curve) is below the rate

from the Siemens recombiners (dashed blue curve) but eventually appraches the

same values. The calculated overall hydrogen removal from the lumped-

parameter simulations is in excellent agreement with the GASFLOW results. This
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is not surprising. Most hydrogen recombines when the atmosphere has already

widely homogenized. But highly loaded recombiners which show up in

GASFLOW temporarily and their potential to become ignition sources can only be

evaluated by a true 3D simulation like the one performed with GASFLOW.

6. Conclusions

The discussed GASFLOW simulations of the large-break LOCA demonstrate a

strong steam inertization in both containments. During the release phases with

steam and hydrogen they predict the transient formation of a buoyant jet that ex-

tends from the source up through the steam generator tower into the dome.

During the strong hydrogen release after core support failure flammable mixtures

occur for a short time in plant B where more steam condensation occurs due to

the higher structural heat capacity. The buoyant jets from the source are all rap-

idly diluted by vortices from Taylor instabilities in the dome region and contribute

to a stratified cloud in the dome. This cloud would stay stratified for a long time, if

the hydrogen release occurred without steam. It is the effect of the condensation

induced sedimentation that causes a secondary downward flow along the con-

densing structures that brings hydrogen from the high to the low locations. It

breaks up the stratification and homogenizes the atmosphere in the wet sce-

nario.  Some mixing seen in the analysis is attributed to a chimney effect and to

additional circulation pathes becoming available due to the failure of rupture

disks. Sensitivity studies in which the chimney effect was suppressed and these

transient openings opposite the source side were locked by input did demon-

strate however, that this additional mixing was marginal and that most of the at-
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mospheric mixing came about from the condensation sedimentation and from

flow processes outside of the component rooms.

The GASFLOW modeling of the key mechanisms in this scenario has been vali-

dated with the succesful analysis of experiments. The jet formation was succes-

fully predicted in the Battelle Helium injection test JX7 [Kanzleiter.96], condensa-

tion sedimentation was the controling effect for Hydrogen-Helium enrichment

and mixing seen in the succesful GASFLOW simulation of the HDR test E11.2

during the outside spray cooling phase [Royl.96], and the Battelle tests GX4, GX6,

GX7 [Royl.97] and MC3 [Royl.96] with a Siemens and NIS recombiner box were

succesfully analyzed with the recombiner models in GASFLOW.  

The GASFLOW simulations do identify regions with elevated temperatures from

heterogeneous source jets and fission product heating and from recombiner ex-

haust plumes. Some recombiner boxes in the dome will be positioned further

apart on basis of these results to avoid the accumulated exhaust plumes seen in

this analysis. A GASFLOW model for radiation transport is under development

and will soon allow a better quantification of this effect that has been neglected

so far.
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Simulations of the same scenario in plants A and B with different lumped-

parameter models were performed in parallel in rather fine nodalizations with

over 100 control volumes. The results from the lumped parameter and the

GASFLOW simulations were compared for consistently averaged control vol-

umes. Both lumped parameter models could not predict the buoyant jets and the

secondary flows from condensation sedimentation seen in the GASFLOW

simulations. The lumped parameter codes underpredicted the hydrogen stratifi-

cation and gas temperatures and all calculated a more rapid mixing. The con-

troling mixing mechanisms could not yet be identified from these simulations.

The principal difference is that the 3D GASFLOW simulation desribes all mixing

mechanisms and flow pathes with a full set of mass- energy- and momentum

equations. This resolves all heterogeneous states in between and confirms that

the final homogeneous conditions are achieved without the occurrence of inter-

mediate states in which combustions could develop a load potential. Highly

loaded recombiners and their potential to become ignition sources are difficult to

identify from the lumped-parameter simulations because these don’t simulate

the exact locations of the recombiners.

All  lumped parameter codes predicted  similarly well mixed conditions as

GASFLOW at the end of the analysis. The calculated hydrogen removal agrees

very well, because most hydrogen recombines after mixing. The calculated final

hydrogen removal fraction at 7000s is 20% and 40% for plants A and B, respec-

tively. On a larger time scale the analyzed mitigation concept with catalytic re-
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combiners of the Siemens and of the NIS type is demonstrated as an effective

measure that prevents the formation of combustible mixtures during the ongoing

slow deinertization process from steam condensation. The installation of the re-

combiners is therefore an efficent measure for a further reduction of the hydrogen

risk.

We have discussed existing modeling uncertainties like the missing modeling of

radiation transport, the static vs. the draining film model, and the finding of little

influence of the turbulence modeling with an algebraic model in the computa-

tional mesh of 1 m3 cells. We are currently not able to investigate turbulence ef-

fects in more detail in such a complex geometry model with over 180,000 com-

putational cells and simulated the  boundary layer effects  near structures only by

using simple wall functions. The problem is also too complex for demonstration

of mesh convergence. We only did some studies in a finer and coarser mesh

with the same source injected into an internally open cube geometry of the same

volume, where we did not find a strong mesh effect when using 1 m3 cells. The

thermal loading of the steel shell is underestimated in our approach. It has been

pointed out that the neglect of the energy from the draining and raining water fur-

ther contributes to this underestimation. A conservative aspect is that this neglect

enhances the steam condensation and by this gives a more conservative esti-

mate of the inertization effect of steam and higher volume fractions of hydrogen.

The calculated concentration and velocity fields lead to the generic finding of a

transient buoyant source jet in good agreement with the jet found in the HYJET
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experiment with buoyancy forces and not the initial momentum determining the

jet formation. Mesh studies performed with GASFLOW in the analyis of the HYJET

test  gave very similar jet formations and dilutions by vortices in a coarse and very

fine mesh.  A generic result is also the transient formation of a stratified cloud

and the subsequent sedimentation of hydrogen/air mixtures and the mixing oc-

curring from the steam condensation in a wet atmosphere. The quoted modeling

uncertainties do not question the generic validity of our findings from the dis-

cussed 3D containment analyses.

We believe that these 3D GASFLOW simulations define a new state-of-the art in

the modeling of steam hydrogen distributions in reactor containments when

comparing them with the current lumped parameter approaches. The calcula-

tions for the problem time of 7000 s in the 3D GASFLOW model for plant B with

184,000 computational cells took about one week of CPU time on our large vec-

tor parallel processor machine Fujitsu VPP300 which has a peak performance of

2.2 Gflops/s. The running times have now become short enough that the user

can remain familiar with the analyzed problem. They allowed to confirm the im-

portant mechanisms and effects through parametric studies which we did by

locking certain convection pathes and changing certain source properties for in-

stance investigating a dry vs. a wet hydrogen release and by parametrically sup-

pressing the steam condensation on the steel shell.    
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Royl et al. : Table 1

Plant A Plant B

Volume m3 70163 69698

Concrete m2 19851 31140

inner Steel m2 1325 17485

in. Steel shell m2 7639 7919

Fluid Cells - 158,000 184,000

Struct. Elem. - 43,800 49,700
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